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1 Overview of AhsayOBS to AhsayCBS Upgrade
and Backup Data Migration
The following is an overview of 11 Key Steps for AhsayOBS v6 to AhsayCBS v7 upgrade, and
backup set data migration (the conversion of backup set data from v6 format to v7 block format):

Step 1 - Software License Check
Confirm that your software license has sufficient client access licenses (CAL), replication modules,
redirection module, and the AhsayCBS licensee fee and rebranding module (if necessary) is
purchased.
The licensing model has changed in version 7. Upgrade from AhsayOBS to AhsayCBS requires
additional AhsayCBS instance, client access and replication fee, which are priced on a per device
basis.
Refer to Details - Step 1 in Appendix for more details.

Step 2 - Backup your AhsayOBS and Users Configuration
Backup your AhsayOBS server configuration before the upgrade. The configuration backup will
provide you with a fallback plan, if the upgrade does not go according to the plan.
Refer to Details - Step 2 in Appendix for more details.

Step 3 - User Profile Check
Check on the user profile of all backup accounts.
Confirm that the user profiles for all backup accounts are valid, to ensure that all accounts will be
properly migrated during the upgrade process.
Refer to Details - Step 3 in Appendix for more details.

Step 4 - Backup Set Index Check
Ensure that all backup set indexes are valid on your AhsayOBS v6 backup server to avoid post v7
upgrade index related backup/restore and data migration issues (the conversion of backup set data
from v6 format to v7 block format).
Refer to Details – Step 4 in Appendix for more details.

Note
From v7.15.0.0 onwards this step does not have to be performed on AhsayOBS v6 for all backup
sets prior to upgrade, as AhsayCBS will automatically perform a rebuild of the indexes on each v6
backup set before it proceeds with the migration of v6 indexes files to v7 format.
However, if you have previously encountered corrupted index or data issues with specific backup
sets, you may want to rule this out by running a single user rebuild with the “Verify Checksum”
option to “enable” to perform an additional data integrity check.
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Step 5 - OS and Application Support Check
Review the new Software Compatibility List for version 7.
The Software Compatibility List (SCL) has been updated for version 7, operating system such as
Windows XP, Server 2003, or software platform such as Exchange 2003 are no longer supported.
Review the list to ensure that all changes are taken into consideration (e.g. you may need to inform
users that their OS / software platforms are no longer supported, that they will need to remain on
version 6, or to upgrade their OS / software to stay up-to-date)
Refer to Details - Step 5 in Appendix for more details.

Step 6 - Build Your AhsayCBS Installation File (If Necessary)
If your AhsayOBS is customized with your branding, build a customized CBS installation file via the
AhsayCBS console.
The branding process of Ahsay software has been enhanced in version 7. Customized CBS (server
application) and OBM / ACB (client application) installation files are now built via the AhsayCBS
console, instead of the Ahsay Customization Portal.
Refer to Details - Step 6 in Appendix for more details.

Step 7 - Upgrade AhsayOBS to AhsayCBS
Upgrade your production AhsayOBS server after performing all the checking above.
The upgrade process will migrate all server and user settings automatically. However, the process
will not migrate any existing backup data to version 7 data format (data migration will be covered in
a later step in this overview).

Note
Since AhsayCBS version 7.9, a new service Ahsay Cloud Backup Suite NFS Service (along with Ahsay
Cloud Backup Suite) is installed upon installation / upgrade of AhsayCBS. Make sure that the following
ports are opened:


111 - Port mapper



1058 - Port required for Run Direct



2049 - Port for the NFS service

Refer to Details - Step 7 in Appendix for more details.

Step 8 - Disable the Auto Update (AUA) and Data Migration
Settings Temporarily
Temporarily disable the Auto Update (AUA) and Data Migration settings on the AhsayCBS server.
It is important that the AhsayCBS application is running properly with minimal error, before
upgrading your clients to version 7, or migrating data to the new version 7 data format.
Refer to Details - Step 8 in Appendix for more details.
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Step 9 - Upgrade AhsayOBM / AhsayACB with Auto Update (AUA)
in Stages
Enable the Auto Update (AUA) option for backup accounts progressively.
Prioritize and divide all backup accounts into small batches. Stage the upgrade process by enabling
Auto Update for batch of users, one batch at a time. Review the process (e.g. check on the client
version, check for backup issue after the upgrade), then continue with the next batch of users, until
all clients are upgraded.
Refer to Details - Step 9 in Appendix for more details.

Step 10 - Storage and Version Requirement Check for Data
Migration
Check on the User Home; ensure that there are sufficient disk spaces available for the data
migration process to take place.
The minimum required storage is 100 GB, but if there is a backup set of size larger than 100 GB,
then the disk space requirement will be 150% x size of the largest backup set that resides on the
User Home location.
Check on the AhsayOBM / ACB client versions of all users. The data migration process is triggered
when a backup job is performed; all client applications must be on version 7.7.0.0 or above to start
the data migration process.
Refer to Details - Step 10 in Appendix for more details.

Step 11 - Perform Data Migration for All Backup Data in Stages
Enable the Data Migration setting for backup accounts progressively.
Similar to the client upgrade process, prioritize and divide all backup accounts into small batches.
Stage the data migration process, by enabling data migration for batch of users, one batch at a time,
to minimize the I/O impact on the User Home volume.
Review the process (e.g. check on the migration process, check for backup issue after the data
migration), then continue with the next batch of users, until all data are migrated.
Refer to Details - Step 11 in Appendix for more details.
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Appendix
Details - Step 1
Check on your current AhsayOBS license, the licensing model has changed in version 7.
Additional AhsayCBS license fee is required for running AhsayCBS as a backup server, a replication
server, or a redirector, this requirement applies to both purchase and meter licenses. Also note that,
AhsayCBS replication module is required if you are currently using AhsayRPS and would like to
continue to replicate your data.
Refer to the following URL for more details on the new license requirement / model:
https://www.ahsay.com/jsp/en/home/index.jsp?pageContentKey=ahsay_pricing_backupsoftware_v7_list-price
Important to note that, the pricing for AhsayOBM, AhsayACB clients, as well as the replication and
redirection module in version 7 are calculated Per Device basis. If you currently have AhsayOBM
accounts that are setup for multiple devices, extra licenses will be required per device. You can
calculate the extra client access license required, by referring to the instruction provided in the
following FAQ: How to determine the number of client licenses required before upgrading from
AhsayOBS version 6 to AhsayCBS version 7?
Consult with Ahsay sales representatives if you need any further clarification to the new pricing
model / upgrade license requirement of version 7.

Important
Ensure that all license requirements are met before upgrading your AhsayOBS to AhsayCBS.

Details - Step 2
Backup your AhsayOBS server configuration.
1.

Login to the AhsayOBS web management console.

2.

Select [Manage System], [Routine Job].

3.

Check if the [Configuration Archival] system routine job is enabled.
[Configuration Archival] is enabled
Then you can restore a copy of your server configuration files and all user profiles on
the AhsayOBS web management console at [Manage System], [Server Configuration],
[Configuration Recovery].
Select the latest date from the [Date] dropdown menu, and then enter the
corresponding directory path in the [Path] field. Click [Restore] to restore the files (in a
zipped file) to the corresponding path on the AhsayOBS server.
[Configuration Archival] is disabled
Then you need to re-enable the [Configuration Archival] system routine job. On the
AhsayOBS web management console at [Manage System], [Routine Job], enable the
[Configuration Archival] routine job. Adjust the time to start the job immediately, then
click [Update].
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Once the job is completed, refer to the steps provided in [Configuration Archival] is enabled just
above, to restore a copy of your server configuration files and all user profiles.

Details - Step 3
Check on the user profile of all backup accounts.
Confirm on the number of backup accounts display on the AhsayOBS web management console
under [Manage User], [List User] (select [All] to show all users), compare the number of users listed,
to the number of user folders (e.g. folder names with username) found in all User Home(s):
%User_Home%\%username1%
%User_Home%\%username2%
%User_Home%\%username3%
...
Example 1:
4 backup accounts are listed on the AhsayOBS web management console: username, username3,
username4 and username5, but there are 5 user folders within the User Home. The backup
account username2 is not displayed on the AhsayOBS web management console.

For any missing backup accounts (e.g. accounts that have a user folder within the User Home, but
are not displayed on the AhsayOBS web management console), check if the user profile of the
affected account is corrupted.
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Example 2:
Any corrupted user profiles will also be recorded in the AhsayOBS system log. For example, the
profile for user ‘t1’ is corrupted.

Recover the corrupted user profile with the instruction provided in the following URL:
https://forum.ahsay.com/viewtopic.php?f=161&t=9997
Example 3:
Another common user profile issue, is duplicated folders/profiles which may occur after relocating or
moving user accounts to different user homes. When the original user account folders are not
cleaned up properly.
The following messages will be recorded in the AhsayOBS system log if there are duplicated folders.

If there are duplicated folders on your user home, please stop your AhsayOBS server and remove
the duplicate folders.
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Details - Step 4
The backup set index checks need to be done to ensure that immediately after upgrading your
backup server from v6 to v7, your backup and restore jobs will run without errors caused by preexisting problematic indexes. Also, indexes issue could affect data migration of v6 data to v7 block
format.
1. The weekly rebuild job on AhsayOBS v6 already performs a check of all index files and
automatically fixes any problematic index files.

If the Rebuild User Storage job is disabled please make sure it is enabled and runs to
completion before you schedule an upgrade.
2. You can check for index related issues in between the weekly rebuild jobs for specific backup
user accounts. By quickly scanning the AhsayOBS system logs to check for corrupted index
related errors.
For example, indexes for user account “t1” are corrupted.

3. You can perform a single user rebuild of indexes on each affected backup set from AhsayOBS
v6 web console.

Note: You can set the “Verify Checksum” option to “enable” to perform an additional data
integrity check on the data, to rule out any possible data corruption. But with this option enabled
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the single user rebuild process will take longer to complete as each individual file/folder is
checked. The actual time taken increases in proportion to the number of files/folders in each
backup set.
Please remember to check the user log, to monitor the single user rebuild status and after the
job is completed, to verify if the issue has been resolved or if further follow up action is required.

Details - Step 5
The list of supported operating system and software platforms for Ahsay software version 7 has
been updated. Review the software compatibility list in the FAQ: Ahsay Software Compatibility List
(SCL) for version 7.3 or above (5001)
Some important changes include:
MS Exchange 2003 is not supported.
MS SQL 2000 is not supported.
Windows XP, Server 2003 are no longer supported.
AhsayACB can only be installed on non-server grade Windows platforms.
Review the list to ensure that all changes are taken into consideration (e.g. you may need to inform
users that their OS / software platform is no longer supported, they will need to upgrade the OS /
software to stay up-to-date with AhsayOBM / ACB, or they can remain on version 6).
For existing AhsayACB installation on server grade Windows platforms, upgrade the backup
account to an AhsayOBM account, then re-install AhsayOBM version on the affected computer, or
the client can remain on version 6.

Important
For replication from AhsayCBS v7 to AhsayCBS v7 where the backup server was upgraded
from v6, all backup sets on the backup server must undergo the data migration process to
convert to v7 data format before they can be replicated to the AhsayCBS v7 replication server.
Please refer to the data migration instructions in the Backup Data Migration section under
chapter 6.1 Backup/Restore Basic Configuration in the AhsayCBS Administrator’s Guide.

Details - Step 6
This step only applies to customized / branded AhsayOBS.
The branding process of Ahsay software has been enhanced in version 7. Customized CBS
installation files are built via the AhsayCBS web console, instead of the Ahsay Customization Portal.
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1.

On a stand-alone computer, download and install AhsayCBS:
https://www.ahsay.com/jsp/en/home/index.jsp?pageContentKey=ahsay_downloads_latestsoftware_ahsaycbs

2.

Login to the AhsayCBS web console, select [System Settings], [License].

3.

Apply your license with rebranding option, and under valid maintenance plan.

Note
In order to customize the AhsayCBS web console, client user interface, server and
client installation files, the rebranding option must be enabled for your existing license
and the support maintenance plan for the license must be valid.
Contact Ahsay sales representatives if you need to purchase the rebranding option, or
if you need to renew the support maintenance plan for your license.
4.

Under [System Settings], [Basic], select [Administrative Access], then [system].

5.

Customize the server and client application via [Rebrand Web Console] and [Rebrand
Clients].

6.

Build the branded CBS installation file via [Rebrand Web Console], then [Build Installers].

Details - Step 7
Upgrade your production AhsayOBS server after performing all the steps above.
1.

On the production AhsayOBS server:
For default AhsayOBS with no branding, download the AhsayCBS installer at:
https://www.ahsay.com/jsp/en/home/index.jsp?pageContentKey=ahsay_downloads_l
atest-software_ahsaycbs
For customized / branded AhsayOBS, download the AhsayCBS installer that you built
from the previous step (e.g. from the stand-alone server with AhsayCBS installed).

2.

Upgrade the AhsayOBS application to AhsayCBS. Refer to Chapter 4 of the AhsayCBS
version 7 Upgrade / Migration Guide for instruction.

3.

Login to the AhsayCBS web console; review the server settings after the upgrade is
completed.

Details - Step 8
Temporarily disable the Auto Update (AUA) and Data Migration settings on the AhsayCBS server.
Ensure that the server is running with minimal error, before upgrading the AhsayOBM / AhsayACB
clients to version 7 / before migrating the user data to the new version 7 data format.
1.

Login to the AhsayCBS web console.

2.

Disable the Auto Update (AUA) option, under [Backup / Restore], click [Users, Groups &
Policies].
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3.

Select all users, then click [Auto Update] (circular button under [Manage Backup User]).

4.

Select all users, then click [Cancel Auto Update], then [Save].

5.

Disable the Data Migration option, under [Backup / Restore], click [Basic].

6.

Under [Backup Data Migration], switch off [Enable Data Migration], then [Save].

7.

Monitor on the AhsayCBS status via the AhsayCBS web console at [Monitoring],
[Dashboard].

8.

Check for any error displayed under [To Dos], [System Errors].
Resolve any system error that may be displayed. Contact Ahsay support representatives if
you require any assistance on resolving system error that is displayed.

9.

Allow the AhsayCBS server to run for a few days, continue to the next step when no
system error is displayed on the dashboard.

Details - Step 9
Upgrade the client applications for all backup accounts in stages.
1.

Prioritize and divide all backup accounts into small batches.
Consider to upgrade clients with existing software issue that are resolved in version 7 / or
required a new features introduced in version 7 with higher priority (e.g. support for MS
Exchange 2016, Run Direct feature for virtual machine backup). Divide all users into small
batches (e.g. 10 users per batch).

2.

Stage the upgrade process; enable Auto Update for the first batch of users.

3.

Login to the AhsayCBS console, under [Backup / Restore]; click [Users, Groups & Policies].

4.

Select all users of the first batch, and then click [Auto Update] (circular button under
[Manage Backup User]):

5.

Select all users, then click [AutoUpdate], then [Save].
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6.

Review the upgrade process, the client application should be upgraded automatically within
12 hours.
Check on the client version via the Auto Update page, and check for any backup issue after
the upgrade. In the AhsayCBS web console at [Monitoring], [Dashboard], [To Dos]. All
failed backup jobs are displayed under [Failed Backups].
Resolve all backup errors, contact Ahsay support should you require any assistance to
resolve the backup error.

7.

Repeat the same process for the next batches of users, until all client applications are
upgraded.

8.

Make sure that at least 1 backup job is completed for each backup set.

Details - Step 10
1. Ensure there are no disk related issues on your AhsayOBS v6 server (by checking the O/S
logs).
2.

Ensure that there are sufficient disk spaces available on your user home drives for the data
migration process, and all backup clients are upgraded to 7.7.0.0 or above. Also make sure that
at least one backup job had been performed for all backup sets. If you find disk space issues
you may need to relocate backup users to another user home drive or add more physical
storage before you decide to schedule an upgrade.
During the data migration process, storage capacity of the corresponding backup set will be
doubled, as data in version 6 and 7 formats will co-exist temporarily, until the migration process
is complete for the backup set. After the backup set has been successfully migrated to version
7 format, the original version 6 data will be automatically removed at the start of next hour by a
system job.
Check on the User Home; ensure that there are sufficient disk spaces available. The absolute
minimum requirement of free storage is 100 GB; the migration process will not start unless there
is 100 GB of free space available.
For User Home with backup set of size larger than 100 GB, the free space requirement will be
150% x size of the largest backup set. Locate backup set of size larger than 100 GB by
checking on the size of all backup set folders in the User Home, in the following format:
%User_Home%\username\files\%backupset_id%
Next, check on the client version of all backup accounts. The data migration process is
triggered when a backup job is started; all client applications must be on version 7.7.0.0 or
above to start the migration request:
1.

Login to the AhsayCBS web console.

2.

Under [Backup / Restore]; select [Users, Groups & Policies].
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3.

Select all users, and then click [Auto Update] (circular button under [Manage Backup User]):

4.

Check on the [Client Version] of each backup account to ensure that they are upgraded to
version 7.7.0.0 or above.

Important
For backup set with data migration enabled, the migration process may cause a slight
delay to the backup operation with the extra I/O operation on the User Home volume.

Note:
Details of the new index and data format of version 7 can be found in the following FAQ:
Frequently Asked Questions about Ahsay Cloud Backup Suite 7 (5005)

Details - Step 11
Migrate data from version 6 data format to the redesigned format of version 7.
1.

Prioritize and divide all backup accounts into small batches.
Consider to migrate data for users with backup or restore performance issues with higher
priority. Divide all users into small batches (e.g. 10 - 20 users per batch).

2.

Stage the data migration process, enable data migration for the first batch of users. Login
to the AhsayCBS console, under [Backup / Restore]; click [Basic].

3.

Select [Backup Data Migration], and then switch on [Enable Data Migration].

Note
By default, data migration will be enabled for all backup sets.
4.

Exclude all users that are not selected for the first batch. Under [Migrate backup data
excluded following backup set(s)], click on the [Create] button (circular + button).

5.

Select the checkboxes beside all backup accounts that are not selected for the first batch.

6.

Click [Add] afterward, then click [Save].

7.

Review on the migration process.
On the AhsayCBS web console at [Monitoring], select [Administration Logs], and then
[Activities Log]. Change the [Filter] type to [Migrate V6 Data Info] to check on the migration
process.
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Note
The following log entry can be found when a migration process is started for a backup
set:
[Thread][Job][MigrateV6File]Start Migrating v6 data of user 'username’, backup set
'backupset_name'
The following log entries can be found when the migration is completed:
[Thread][Job][MigrateV6File]Finish migrating v6 data of user ' username ', backup
set ' backupset_name '
[Thread][Job][MigrateV6File]End Migrating v6 data of user ' username ', backup set
' backupset_name '
Check for any backup issue after the data migration. In the AhsayCBS web console at
[Monitoring], [Dashboard], [To Dos]. All failed backup jobs are displayed under [Failed
Backups].
8.

Resolve all backup errors; contact Ahsay support should you require any assistance to
resolve the backup error.

9.

Repeat the same process for the next batches of users, until backup sets of all users are
migrated to version 7 data format.
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